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Abstract

Attribute-controlled translation (ACT) is a sub-
task of machine translation that involves con-
trolling stylistic or linguistic attributes (like
formality and gender) of translation outputs.
While ACT has garnered attention in recent
years due to its usefulness in real-world applica-
tions, progress in the task is currently limited by
dataset availability, since most prior approaches
rely on supervised methods. To address this
limitation, we propose Retrieval and Attribute-
Marking enhanced Prompting (RAMP), which
leverages large multilingual language models
to perform ACT in few-shot and zero-shot set-
tings. RAMP improves generation accuracy over
the standard prompting approach by (1) incor-
porating a semantic similarity retrieval compo-
nent for selecting similar in-context examples,
and (2) marking in-context examples with at-
tribute annotations. Our comprehensive exper-
iments show that RAMP is a viable approach in
both zero-shot and few-shot settings.

1 Introduction

Text style transfer (TST) is a task that aims to
control stylistic attributes of an input text with-
out affecting its semantic content (Jin et al., 2022).
Research in TST has largely focused on English,
thanks to the availability of large monolingual En-
glish datasets covering stylistic attributes like for-
mality and simplicity (Rao and Tetreault 2018, Zhu
et al. 2010, inter alia). In recent years, however,
multilingual and cross-lingual applications of TST
have seen a steady gain in popularity (Briakou et al.,
2021; Garcia et al., 2021; Krishna et al., 2022). A
notable instance of cross-lingual TST is attribute-
controlled translation (ACT), in which attribute1

conditioning is performed alongside machine trans-
lation (MT) to ensure that translations are not only

*Work conducted during an internship at Amazon.
1In this paper, we prefer the term attribute rather than style,

since not all the attributes addressed here (e.g., gender) can be
considered styles.

Formality-Controlled Translation (COCOA-MT)
Neutral Src (EN) OK, then please follow me to your table.

Formal Ref (JA) ではテーブルまで私について来てください。

Informal Ref (JA) ではテーブルまで私について来て。

Gender-Controlled Translation (MT-GENEVAL)
Neutral Src (EN) After retiring from teaching, Cook became a novelist.

Feminine Ref (NL) Nadat ze stopte met lesgeven, werd Cook schrijfster.

Masculine Ref (NL) Nadat hij stopte met lesgeven, werd Cook schrijver.

Table 1: Examples of attribute triplets from COCOA-MT and
MT-GENEVAL. Attribute markers in the attribute-controlled
translations are underlined.

correct but match user-specified preferences, such
as formality/honorifics (Sennrich et al., 2016; Niu
et al., 2017; Michel and Neubig, 2018; Niu and
Carpuat, 2020; Nadejde et al., 2022; Wang et al.,
2022), gender (Rabinovich et al., 2017; Vanmassen-
hove et al., 2018; Saunders and Byrne, 2020), and
length (Lakew et al., 2019; Schioppa et al., 2021).
ACT is especially important for sectors like cus-
tomer service and business communication, where
stylistic differences can have an impact on user per-
ception (e.g., misgendering customers or speaking
to them in an appropriately informal tone can be
offensive or disconcerting). Table 1 gives examples
of ACT for formality and gender.

Most prior work on ACT relies on a supervised
adaptation component that conditions the gener-
ative model on the selective attribute. However,
few annotated ACT datasets are available, and they
generally cover only a limited set of languages and
attributes. Thus, enabling few-shot or zero-shot
ACT would facilitate applying attribute control to
less-resourced attributes and langauges.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach for
ACT: Retrieval and Attribute-Marking enhanced
Prompting (RAMP). Recent studies have shown that
large language models (LLMs) can perform MT out
of the box using the prompting paradigm (Brown
et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2022; Chowdhery et al.,
2022). We build on this, prompting LLMs to per-
form attribute-controlled MT through two inno-
vations: (1) retrieval of similar examples and (2)
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𝒟! labeled examples

EN: You will always 
be welcome here.
ES formal: Siempre
será bienvenido
aquí.

EN: I wish you welcome 
and enjoy your stay.
IT formal: Le do il 
benvenuto e si goda il 
soggiorno.

Here is a sentence: {You will always be welcome here.}
Here is its Spanish translation written in a formal style: {Siempre será bienvenido aquí.}
The translated sentence conveys a formal style by using words such as ‘será’.
- - - -
Here is a sentence: {I wish you welcome and enjoy your stay.}
Here is its Italian translation written in a formal style: {Le do il benvenuto e si goda il soggiorno.}
The translated sentence conveys a formal style by using words such as ‘Le’, ‘si goda’.
- - - -
Here is a sentence: {You’re welcome.}
Here is its French translation written in a formal style: {

EN: You’re welcome.
FR formal:input

✗✓ ✓

similarity retrieval 𝒌 = 𝟐

● source & target ● language & attribute ● attribute marker

Large Language 
Model

Je vous en prie.

Cross-Lingual Prompt

output

Figure 1: An example of RAMP using 2 in-context examples. (Left) The input sentence is embedded by a sentence similarity
model, and the top-k most similar labeled examples are retrieved from a pool of training data to build the prompt context. (Right)
Labeled cross-lingual examples are used to fill in the English prompt template, which is then provided to the LLM to generate
the output.

explicit attribute marking.
Recent works adopting the prompting paradigm

for text style transfer have mainly focused on the
generalization capabilities of large English-centric
LMs for zero-shot style transfer using previously
unseen style descriptions (Suzgun et al., 2022; Reif
et al., 2022). However, prior work on other NLP
tasks has shown that cross-lingual prompting of
multilingual LLMs can be effective (Zhao and
Schütze, 2021; Zhou et al., 2022; Huang et al.,
2022). As such, we leverage multilingual LLMs
and extend their ACT capabilities cross-lingually to
languages not covered by the in-context examples,
thus enabling zero-shot ACT.

2 Method

2.1 Preliminaries

Attribute-Controlled Translation ACT takes
two inputs, a sentence x and a desired target at-
tribute a ∈ A (with A being the space of attributes),
and outputs a translation y that complies with the
specified attribute. It can be formulated as a func-
tion f : (x, a) → y. In our experiments, we use
attribute values provided by the COCOA-MT for-
mality translation dataset and the MT-GENEVAL

gender translation dataset, i.e., A = {formal, infor-
mal} or {female, male}.2

Prompting In the prompting paradigm for
decoder-only LLMs, inputs are given as decod-
ing prefixes to the model, usually combined with
natural language instructions for output generation.
In style-controlled translation, we formulate the
prompt for target language l and attribute a us-
ing the text “Here is a sentence: {x} Here is its
l translation written in a a style:” to produce the

2See Section 5 for ethical considerations.

output y.3 In the few-shot setting, we provide a se-
quence of k labeled in-context examples before the
unlabeled input, which can be formulated as a func-
tion f : {(x1, l1, a,y1), . . . , (xk+1, lk+1, a)} →
yk+1.

2.2 Our Approach: RAMP

RAMP builds on the success of the prompting
paradigm on few-shot generation tasks such as
monolingual text style transfer (Reif et al., 2022)
and MT (Garcia and Firat, 2022; Agrawal et al.,
2022) by creating more informative prompts
through similarity retrieval and attribute marking.
See Figure 1 for an illustration of RAMP.

Similarity Retrieval In standard prompting, in-
context examples are sampled randomly from the
pool of labeled examples DA. In RAMP, we select
examples based on their similarity with the input
text. We first embed both the input text and the
source texts of DA using all-MiniLM-L6-v2 (Wang
et al., 2020). Then, the top-k most similar exam-
ples are retrieved for the input text based on cosine
similarity. These are then used in a descending
order w.r.t. similarity as the in-context examples in
the inference prompt. As demonstrated in Figure 1,
the in-context example “You will always be wel-
come here." has the highest similarity to the test
example “You’re welcome." so it is prompted first.

Attribute Marking In standard prompting, in-
context examples are provided without explicit in-
formation on why they satisfy the prompting ob-
jective. Inspired by recent studies that have shown
that decomposition of complex tasks can improve
prompting quality (Nye et al., 2021; Wei et al.,

3We adopt prompt templates similar to the one used by Reif
et al. (2022), and we write the prompt template in English.
Complete templates are provided in Appendix A.
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AR ES FR HI PT DE IT JA RU NL

COCOA-MT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MT-GENEVAL ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
XGLM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BLOOM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 2: Target languages in the test sets and languages seen
by LLMs in pre-training. We report results on languages seen
by both LLMs. Language codes are defined in Appendix B.

2022), we include for every in-context example
an additional sentence directly after the target sen-
tence that specifies which text spans convey the
desired attribute (e.g., “The translated sentence
conveys a formal style by using words such as

‘Vous’.”). In our experiments, we use the gold
attribute spans included in the CoCoA-MT and
MT-GenEval datasets. In section 4 we suggest pos-
sibilities for automatically deriving attribute spans
when gold training labels are not available.

2.3 Cross-Lingual Prompting

The similarity retrieval component of RAMP requires
a large pool DA from which to find appropriate in-
context examples for prompting. Low-resource
attributes or language pairs may have insufficient
or no annotated data from which to retrieve such ex-
amples. To mitigate this issue, we introduce cross-
lingual prompting, in which the target side of the
in-context examples differs from the desired target
language of the translation task. As demonstrated
in Figure 1, we study whether the system can lever-
age examples in one language (e.g., attribute in-
dicators in Spanish) to produce the same attribute
in another (e.g., French). Two main features of
our RAMP model allow us to perform cross-lingual
prompting: (1) the use of multilingual LLMs, and
(2) the example retrieval step, which is done on the
source language only.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

We experiment on two multilingual ACT datasets:
• COCOA-MT (Nadejde et al., 2022) covers

formality-controlled translation in the conver-
sation domain. Source sentences are under-
specified for formality, and references require
formality markings (formal or informal).

• MT-GENEVAL (Currey et al., 2022) covers
gendered translation in the Wikipedia domain.
We use the contextual subset, in which sen-
tences are gender ambiguous in the source
while the reference requires gender marking.
We do not use the disambiguating sentences,

Dataset Attribute # Train # Test Acc.
COCOA-MT Formality 7,600 1,596 0.990
MT-GENEVAL Gender 4,900 9,854 0.970

Table 3: Dataset statistics. We report # of triplets in the
train/test split aggregated across all languages and the classi-
fication accuracy on the test split of the classifiers.

instead explicitly controlling target gender.
Both datasets have gold annotations for attribute-

marked target spans, and both cover translation
from English into multiple diverse target languages.
We list their target languages in Table 2.

3.2 Large Language Models (LLMs)

We select three massively multilingual decoder-
only LLMs for the prompting experiments: XGLM
(Lin et al., 2022), BLOOM (BigScience, 2022)
and GPT-NEOX (Black et al., 2022). The selected
models span three orders of magnitude in terms of
number of parameters and differ in the languages
that they cover (see Table 2). Appendix D moti-
vates our choice of models in more detail. GPT-3
is not included because it is not freely accessible
and it is not intended for multilingual use-cases.

3.3 Baseline

Attribute tagging is a standard method for ACT,
so we include a baseline following the approach
and configuration used by Nadejde et al. (2022):
a transformer MT model (Vaswani et al., 2017)
pre-trained on public parallel data and further fine-
tuned on contrastive training pairs with attribute
tags (from either COCOA-MT or MT-GENEVAL).
We refer to this as adapted MT.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics

We measure translation quality with BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) and COMET (Rei et al., 2020).
For attribute accuracy, we use both (1) the lexi-
cal matching metrics provided with COCOA-MT
and MT-GENEVAL (Lexical-Accuracy) and (2)
sentence encoders trained on contrastive examples
(Sentential-Accuracy). For (2), we train multilin-
gual classifiers on top of the mDeBERTa-v3 en-
coder (He et al., 2021). High-performance pre-
trained classifiers have been shown to produce at-
tribute accuracy estimates closer to human judg-
ments for style transfer (Lai et al., 2022). Table 3
presents the accuracy of the classification models
on the test sets of their respective datasets, averaged
over all languages.4

4More details of datasets and classifiers are in Appendix C.
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COCOA-MT MT-GENEVAL
BLEU COMET L-Acc S-Acc BLEU COMET L-Acc S-Acc

Same-Language

base 28.6 0.463 0.835 0.846 23.7 0.445 0.790 0.727
XGLM 7.5B +mark 28.7 0.423 0.920 0.902 23.7 0.444 0.789 0.732

RAMP 30.0 0.451 0.938 0.923 24.8 0.473 0.836 0.820
base 39.9 0.691 0.930 0.940 33.3 0.679 0.748 0.704

BLOOM 175B +mark 40.3 0.688 0.970 0.970 33.1 0.674 0.759 0.725
RAMP 41.9 0.711 0.973 0.970 34.3 0.699 0.817 0.818

Adapted MT 38.5 0.454 0.691 0.693 39.6 0.750 0.842 0.864

Cross-Lingual BLOOM 175B
base 32.1 0.644 0.567 0.596 28.5 0.469 0.777 0.633
RAMP 31.8 0.646 0.625 0.622 29.4 0.502 0.788 0.673

Table 4: BLEU, COMET, Lexical- and Sentential-Accuracy of selected LLMs using 16 same-language in-context examples on
two tasks, alongside adapted MT models. Scores are aggregated across seen languages (w.r.t. BLOOM pre-training) and both
attributes for each task. (Decomposed results are included in Table 6–9.)

Unlike lexical accuracy, the multilingual at-
tribute classifier does not penalize text generated in
incorrect languages. Thus, in cross-lingual prompt-
ing experiments, we include a step of language
detection5 so that generated sentences not in the
requested target language are considered incorrect.

3.5 Results: Same-Language Prompting

We first evaluate the effectiveness of RAMP for
formality- and gender-controlled translation where
the language pair used for in-context examples is
the same as the one used in the prompt candidate
(e.g., EN→ES formality-controlled translation us-
ing EN→ES in-context examples). We test XGLM
7.5B and BLOOM 175B with 16 in-context ex-
amples on both tasks.6 Table 4 presents our re-
sults alongside the adapted MT baseline. The base
model uses in-context examples that are sampled
randomly from the pool of labeled examples. We
also include an ablation that adds attribute mark-
ing only on top of base, without similarity retrieval
(+mark).

Using just attribute marking consistently im-
proves attribute accuracy of the generated text, but
it leads to degradation of COMET on COCOA-
MT. The complete RAMP with similarity retrieval
not only compensates for the COMET degrada-
tion but also improves quality and attribute metrics
across the board, especially for the high-capacity
BLOOM 175B model.

Adapted MT outperforms BLOOM 175B on
MT-GENEVAL in all metrics, but underperforms it
on COCOA-MT. This suggests that it is challeng-
ing to do fine-grained comparison between LLMs
and standard MT systems as they might have differ-
ent domain coverage. BLOOM 175B consistently

5https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
6We proceed with this setting based on a preliminary eval-

uation of 3 LLMs and 4 numbers of examples in Appendix E.

outperforms XGLM 7.5B in both generic transla-
tion quality and attribute control accuracy, so we
proceed with using BLOOM 175B in the cross-
lingual prompting setting.

3.6 Results: Cross-Lingual Prompting

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of select-
ing similar same-language examples to build the
prompt, echoing contemporary work (Liu et al.,
2022; Agrawal et al., 2022). In this section, we
evaluate the cross-lingual prompting option, i.e., re-
trieving in-context examples from other target lan-
guages besides the desired language of translation.
We test this zero-shot setting using the leave-one-
out strategy, and results of tested language pairs
are averaged.7

Table 4 presents our results using BLOOM
175B. On both test sets, compared to the baseline,
we observe improved attribute accuracy and com-
parable or better generic translation quality when
using RAMP with cross-lingual prompting.

We do observe translation quality degradation
with RAMP on some target languages of COCOA-
MT, e.g., ES. Manual analysis shows that repeated
inaccurate retrieval results could lead to hallucina-
tions.8 For example, RAMP retrieves multiple sen-
tences containing “million” for the input “If you
got it why not? He is worth over 20 billion dollars
after all.”. This results in mistranslation of billion
to million (millionario): “Si lo tienes, ¿por qué no?
Es millonario después de todo.”. We give detailed
examples in Appendix H.

7Languages that are not seen during the LLM pre-training
are included in the prompt but not tested.

8Vilar et al. (2022) also observe hallucinations when the
retrieved examples have bad translations (i.e., non-parallel
sentences).
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4 Conclusions

We introduced the new RAMP in-context learning ap-
proach to leverage attribute annotations and similar
same-language or cross-lingual examples for better
prompting quality. We demonstrated its effective-
ness with multilingual LLMs for both formality-
controlled and gender-controlled translation. We
use gold annotations for attribute marking, but we
leave unsupervised automatic attribute span extrac-
tion as future work.

5 Limitations

• We currently rely on gold annotations for at-
tribute marking, which are not always avail-
able depending on the dataset. However, RAMP
could be easily extended to unsupervised set-
tings through LLM feature attribution (Sarti
et al., 2023), i.e., extracting salient tokens driv-
ing the attribute prediction. This approach
builds upon recent techniques in unsupervised
language generation metrics (Fomicheva et al.,
2021, 2022; Leiter et al., 2022). We leave an
empirical evaluation of its effectiveness to fu-
ture work.

• Besides the choice of in-context examples,
prompting is also sensitive to their ordering
(Lu et al., 2022) and the design of the tem-
plate (Jiang et al., 2020). We refrain from
tuning example orders and templates to avoid
introducing too many variables.

• Multilingual LLMs perform competitive MT
out of the box for languages seen during
their pre-training. However, we noticed that
BLOOM 175B produces better EN-IT transla-
tions than XGLM 7.5B even though IT is not
listed as a training language of BLOOM. This
could possibly be due to typological similarity
between Italian and the Romance languages
included in BLOOM training. We leave ex-
periments of unseen languages as future work.

• Multilingual LLMs like the ones used in this
paper require larger GPU resources for infer-
ence than standard bilingual MT systems.

• One test set we use (MT-GENEVAL) provides
only two gender values (female and male), but
we do not intend to imply that other genders
do not exist.
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A Prompt Templates

Formality-Controlled Translation Here is a
sentence: {x} Here is its l translation
written in a a style: {y} The translated
sentence conveys a a style by using words
such as ‘w1’, ‘w2’.

Gender-Controlled Translation Here is a
sentence: {x} Here is its l translation
in which the person is a: {y} In the
translation, the a gender of the person
is made explicit by words such as ‘w1’,
‘w2’.

B Language Code

AR Arabic DE German EN English
ES Spanish FR French HI Hindi
IT Italian JA Japanese NL Dutch
RU Russian

C Additional Details of Datasets Splits
and Pre-Trained Attribute Classifiers

We use the original train/test split provided by the
COCOA-MT dataset. Each split contains tele-
phony and topical_chat domains. We use the
topical_chat domain in our experiments. MT-
GENEVAL contains a dev and test split, and we
use the dev split as training data for the classifica-
tion model and prompting experiments.

We finetune MDEBERTA-V3-BASE model9 on
the contrastive examples in the respective training
sets to get the attribute classifiers. We finetune the
classifier for 2 epochs with a batch size of 8, learn-
ing rate 2e-5, 500 warm up steps, max sequence
length of 256, and save checkpoint every 500 steps.
We do not do hyperparameter tuning, and thus, a
validation set is not used.

D Selection of Large Language Models

XGLM (Lin et al., 2022) is a 7.5B-parameter
model trained on a balanced corpus containing 30
languages (excluding NL). It was shown to outper-
form much larger models such as GPT-3 on tasks
related to machine translation and cross-lingual lan-
guage understanding. We select it due to its broad
linguistic coverage and its manageable size.

BLOOM (BigScience, 2022) is a model avail-
able in multiple sizes, trained on a curated corpus

9https://huggingface.co/microsoft/mdeberta-v3-base

spanning 46 natural languages (and 13 program-
ming languages). However, many of the test set
languages are not part of its pre-training corpus (see
Table 2). We evaluate two variants of the model
(7.1B and 175B parameters) to assess how it is af-
fected by a massive scaling in model parameters.
The larger variant has a parameter count compara-
ble to the one of GPT-3, while it is presently the
largest publicly available multilingual LLM.

GPT-NEOX (Black et al., 2022) is a 20B-
parameter model trained on The Pile (Gao et al.,
2021), a large English-centric corpus covering a
broad range of domains. While the model saw
mainly English data during pre-training and as such
is not intended for multilingual usage, it exhibits
interesting generalization performances for many
of our target languages.

E Preliminary Evaluation of
Same-Language Prompting

We conduct preliminary evaluations aimed at
reducing the number of experimental settings.
We perform formality-controlled translation using
COCOA-MT, and evaluate LLMs by varying the
number of in-context examples (i.e., 4-8-16-32, se-
lected based on the feasible context length10).

Figure 2 presents results averaged across all
four languages seen by BLOOM during its pre-
training.11 Observations:

• RAMP generally outperforms base prompting
(i.e., random in-context examples and no at-
tribute marking) across most LLMs and ex-
ample settings for both BLEU and formality
accuracy.

• BLEU and formality accuracy improve with
increased model size and with the number of
examples, until this number reaches 16.

Based on these results we move forward with the
XGLM 7.5B and BLOOM 175B models and 16
examples.

F Detailed Scores of Aggregated Results

• Table 5: Detailed scores of same-language
prompting on COCOA-MT (preliminary eval-
uation).12

10BLOOM 175B encountered out-of-memory errors with
32 in-context example using eight 40GB A100 GPUs.

11Detailed scores are included in Table 5.
12We set maximum output length as 50 tokens in the pre-

liminary evaluation, while we use 100 tokens in the main
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Figure 2: BLEU and sentential formality accuracy of prompt
outputs on COCOA-MT test set for different amounts of in-
context examples. Confidence intervals are obtained base
setting by sampling in-context examples using 3 seeds.

• Table 6: Decomposed results of same-
language prompting on COCOA-MT (full
evaluation).

• Table 7: Decomposed results of same-
language prompting on MT-GENEVAL (full
evaluation).

• Table 8: Decomposed results of cross-lingual
prompting on COCOA-MT.

• Table 9: Decomposed results of cross-lingual
prompting on MT-GENEVAL.

evaluation. Early truncating leads to slightly lower scores in
Table 5 than in Table 4.

G Amended Details of Cross-Lingual
Prompting

We test the zero-shot setting using the leave-one-
out strategy, i.e. we retrieve in-context examples
from every languages except the desired language
of translation. We ensure that we retrieve an equal
number of examples from all languages: the num-
ber of examples retrieved from each language is
the total desired number of in-context examples di-
vided by number of training languages. In COCOA-
MT, we retrieve 14 in-context examples from 7 lan-
guages. In MT-GENEVAL, we retrieve 8 in-context
examples from 8 languages. We reduced the num-
ber of in-context examples in this setting to avoid
out-of-memory errors with BLOOM 175B.

H Error Analysis of Cross-Lingual
Prompting

Table 10 shows two examples where RAMP per-
forms significantly worse than the base model in
terms of COMET. In the first example, having mul-
tiple in-context examples containing “million” led
the model to mis-translate “billion” to “million”.
In the second example, we observe that the color re-
lated in-context examples led the model to produce
hallucinated output about clothing colors.

Repeated misleading in-context examples are
less observed on MT-GENEVAL and in the same-
language setting because (1) COCOA-MT trans-
lates the same set of English sentences to different
languages while MT-GENEVAL collects English
sentences independently; (2) There are no dupli-
cated source (English) sentences for each language.
(Therefore, if RAMP retrieves duplicated English
sentences as in Table 10, their reference transla-
tions are guaranteed to be in different languages.)
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BLEU COMET Sentential Accuracy
0 4 8 16 32 0 4 8 16 32 0 4 8 16 32

BLOOM
7.1B

base
21.8

28.8 30.1 30.9 20.5
0.162

0.578 0.594 0.603 -0.092
0.558

0.759 0.836 0.875 0.728
RAMP 30.9 32.3 32.9 24.6 0.597 0.613 0.621 0.150 0.842 0.887 0.907 0.840

XGLM
7.5B

base
11.8

25.3 26.6 28.3 29.2
-0.534

0.443 0.449 0.499 0.517
0.524

0.764 0.841 0.854 0.893
RAMP 27.0 28.1 28.2 29.5 0.450 0.480 0.474 0.484 0.862 0.896 0.909 0.918

GPT-
NEOX 20B

base
22.7

27.6 28.7 28.8 28.8
0.108

0.268 0.272 0.272 0.275
0.559

0.803 0.854 0.849 0.953
RAMP 29.0 29.8 30.0 29.2 0.284 0.310 0.307 0.284 0.854 0.886 0.889 0.874

BLOOM
175B

base
29.9

37.7 38.5 39.1 –
0.476

0.731 0.744 0.750 –
0.612

0.898 0.949 0.953 –
RAMP 39.2 39.75 40.3 – 0.740 0.744 0.761 – 0.946 0.967 0.967 –

Table 5: Detailed scores of same-language prompting on COCOA-MT (preliminary evaluation). Numbers in the header represent
the number of in-context examples used for prompting, including zero-shot prompting (0). Scores are averaged across two
available formality values (formal, informal) and languages (ES,FR,HI,PT).

ES FR HI PT
F I F I F I F I AVG

XGLM
7.5B

base

BLEU 30.1 33.0 30.7 28.8 18.5 16.9 35.7 35.4 28.6
COMET 0.500 0.527 0.348 0.350 0.454 0.425 0.547 0.554 0.463
L-Acc 0.524 0.966 0.977 0.633 0.976 0.744 0.931 0.928 0.835
S-Acc 0.507 0.958 0.953 0.840 0.963 0.748 0.888 0.912 0.846

+mark

BLEU 31.0 33.2 29.4 27.4 19.2 18.6 35.7 35.5 28.7
COMET 0.498 0.541 0.207 0.188 0.439 0.409 0.552 0.552 0.423
L-Acc 0.728 0.972 0.985 0.923 0.986 0.860 0.960 0.947 0.920
S-Acc 0.697 0.958 0.963 0.917 0.983 0.838 0.927 0.937 0.902

RAMP

BLEU 32.8 33.5 32.7 31.0 21.0 20.3 34.2 34.4 30.0
COMET 0.480 0.511 0.314 0.302 0.502 0.491 0.488 0.522 0.451
L-Acc 0.842 0.963 0.989 0.926 0.993 0.885 0.961 0.943 0.938
S-Acc 0.803 0.952 0.975 0.922 0.98 0.873 0.928 0.948 0.923

BLOOM
175B

base

BLEU 44.3 45.0 42.9 41.0 27.1 25.8 47.3 45.7 39.9
COMET 0.728 0.759 0.611 0.600 0.673 0.645 0.762 0.750 0.691
L-Acc 0.795 0.96032 0.987 0.890 0.978 0.885 0.987 0.954 0.930
S-Acc 0.889 0.963 0.987 0.888 0.980 0.863 0.987 0.960 0.940

+mark

BLEU 45.8 44.5 43.3 41.8 28.4 27.1 46.4 45.3 40.3
COMET 0.726 0.745 0.610 0.594 0.677 0.659 0.751 0.745 0.688
L-Acc 0.930 0.987 0.996 0.958 0.995 0.936 0.989 0.972 0.970
S-Acc 0.942 0.985 0.992 0.957 0.992 0.925 0.990 0.977 0.970

RAMP

BLEU 46.4 46.2 43.9 42.9 30.8 29.2 48.8 47.4 41.9
COMET 0.718 0.759 0.611 0.610 0.721 0.713 0.782 0.771 0.711
L-Acc 0.956 0.984 0.998 0.952 0.991 0.947 0.993 0.962 0.973
S-Acc 0.957 0.982 0.995 0.945 0.993 0.935 0.990 0.967 0.970

Adapted
MT

BLEU 44.4 43.7 43.4 37.8 19.1 17.0 53.0 49.9 38.5
COMET 0.712 0.724 0.559 0.547 -0.191 -0.263 0.783 0.764 0.454
L-Acc 0.697 0.598 0.822 0.377 0.869 0.449 0.972 0.744 0.691
S-Acc 0.700 0.600 0.810 0.400 0.680 0.600 0.950 0.800 0.693

Table 6: Decomposed results of same-language prompting on COCOA-MT (full evaluation).
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AR ES FR HI PT
F M F M F M F M F M AVG

XGLM
7.5B

base

BLEU 7.6 7.5 35.5 38.2 27.1 28.6 13.8 16.4 29.2 33.1 23.7
COMET -0.040 -0.012 0.694 0.738 0.509 0.555 0.304 0.332 0.661 0.713 0.445
L-Acc 0.848 0.947 0.688 0.808 0.715 0.880 0.585 0.956 0.621 0.855 0.790
S-Acc 0.617 0.866 0.651 0.938 0.581 0.920 0.303 0.962 0.494 0.934 0.727

+mark

BLEU 7.7 7.8 35.4 38.2 27.5 28.7 14.0 16.7 29.1 32.4 23.7
COMET -0.038 -0.020 0.704 0.735 0.508 0.556 0.300 0.317 0.663 0.714 0.444
L-Acc 0.868 0.939 0.665 0.811 0.701 0.881 0.581 0.955 0.626 0.860 0.789
S-Acc 0.664 0.856 0.612 0.937 0.562 0.919 0.355 0.966 0.519 0.927 0.732

RAMP

BLEU 9.2 8.8 37.5 39.4 27.5 29.2 14.8 16.6 31.4 33.3 24.8
COMET 0.037 0.043 0.723 0.759 0.528 0.571 0.325 0.337 0.681 0.723 0.473
L-Acc 0.939 0.961 0.750 0.806 0.781 0.885 0.667 0.956 0.759 0.854 0.836
S-Acc 0.836 0.901 0.722 0.936 0.716 0.937 0.509 0.974 0.729 0.940 0.820

BLOOM
175B

base

BLEU 14.8 16.9 45.6 50.3 38.1 41.7 20.8 24.6 37.6 42.2 33.3
COMET 0.282 0.395 0.837 0.892 0.719 0.770 0.599 0.629 0.807 0.861 0.679
L-Acc 0.665 0.966 0.578 0.814 0.660 0.902 0.480 0.951 0.594 0.872 0.748
S-Acc 0.411 0.934 0.515 0.965 0.581 0.961 0.212 0.973 0.525 0.960 0.704

+mark

BLEU 15.2 17.1 45.8 50.0 37.9 41.3 20.3 23.8 37.6 42.2 33.1
COMET 0.294 0.387 0.843 0.887 0.712 0.767 0.576 0.606 0.807 0.861 0.674
L-Acc 0.707 0.969 0.610 0.818 0.663 0.902 0.493 0.958 0.594 0.872 0.759
S-Acc 0.482 0.936 0.568 0.973 0.588 0.962 0.284 0.974 0.525 0.960 0.725

RAMP

BLEU 16.7 17.6 47.9 50.2 39.5 41.8 22.2 25.0 39.3 42.7 34.3
COMET 0.358 0.407 0.860 0.895 0.734 0.787 0.632 0.646 0.810 0.858 0.699
L-Acc 0.841 0.972 0.709 0.809 0.765 0.906 0.633 0.953 0.701 0.886 0.817
S-Acc 0.721 0.940 0.707 0.964 0.732 0.971 0.518 0.973 0.683 0.972 0.818

Adapted
MT

BLEU 23.3 24.4 53.2 54.2 44.2 46.4 29.3 32.3 43.4 45.7 35.9
COMET 0.496 0.522 0.876 0.902 0.759 0.797 0.722 0.743 0.825 0.857 0.528
L-Acc 0.910 0.981 0.932 0.921 0.919 0.956 0.762 0.837 0.922 0.961 0.853
S-Acc 0.940 0.970 0.910 0.960 0.950 0.960 0.280 0.750 0.930 0.990 0.863

Table 7: Decomposed results of same-language prompting on MT-GENEVAL (full evaluation).

ES FR HI PT
F I F I F I F I AVG

BLOOM
175B

base

BLEU 40.9 46.3 33.7 32.0 21.8 18.9 33.9 29.0 32.1
COMET 0.785 0.823 0.611 0.615 0.409 0.436 0.772 0.705 0.644
L-Acc 0.211 0.990 0.899 0.656 0.944 0.123 0.704 0.010 0.567
S-Acc 0.200 0.930 0.880 0.715 0.940 0.100 0.975 0.025 0.596

RAMP

BLEU 39.4 44.6 35.3 34.7 22.4 18.4 32.2 27.5 31.8
COMET 0.749 0.788 0.575 0.614 0.488 0.480 0.770 0.702 0.646
L-Acc 0.169 0.978 0.949 0.770 0.973 0.143 1.000 0.015 0.625
S-Acc 0.175 0.950 0.930 0.790 0.975 0.140 0.975 0.040 0.622

Table 8: Decomposed results of cross-lingual prompting on COCOA-MT.

AR ES FR HI PT
F M F M F M F M F M AVG

BLOOM
175B

base

BLEU 10.6 11.6 43.3 47.4 34.2 38.2 11.4 15.0 34.4 38.6 28.5
COMET 0.071 0.138 0.805 0.857 0.648 0.719 -0.135 -0.003 0.766 0.822 0.469
L-Acc 0.843 0.956 0.627 0.810 0.561 0.899 0.653 0.962 0.588 0.874 0.777
S-Acc 0.541 0.785 0.529 0.936 0.389 0.944 0.051 0.745 0.475 0.939 0.633

RAMP

BLEU 10.0 10.5 44.6 47.8 35.7 39.1 13.9 16.6 36.0 39.4 29.4
COMET -0.044 0.020 0.818 0.860 0.686 0.739 0.139 0.212 0.779 0.816 0.502
L-Acc 0.845 0.956 0.660 0.815 0.608 0.900 0.574 0.961 0.680 0.882 0.788
S-Acc 0.479 0.703 0.605 0.953 0.497 0.956 0.105 0.870 0.613 0.951 0.673

Table 9: Decomposed results of cross-lingual prompting on MT-GENEVAL.
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In-context
examples
(EN)

1. Maybe he should. What did you think about that guy findin 3 million dollars worth of old baseball
cards in his grandpas attic.

2. Yeah that makes sense, did you heard about the $10 million bunker he has?
3. I have. I heard that he started a library in 1895 with 32,000 books in it. All from his personal collection.

Can you imagine?
4. Yeah that makes sense, did you heard about the $10 million bunker he has?
5. Yeah that makes sense, did you heard about the $10 million bunker he has?
6. Maybe he should. What did you think about that guy findin 3 million dollars worth of old baseball

cards in his grandpas attic.
7. That is really expensive I agree, did you watch the Lego Batman movie?
8. Yeah that makes sense, did you heard about the $10 million bunker he has?
9. That is crazy. Do you like Tom Hanks, he’s grossed over 8.5 billion at the box office
10. That is really expensive I agree, did you watch the Lego Batman movie?
11. That is crazy. Do you like Tom Hanks, he’s grossed over 8.5 billion at the box office
12. That is crazy. Do you like Tom Hanks, he’s grossed over 8.5 billion at the box office
13. He doesnt look like he has 56 years! I heard he made 75000000 from Mission Impossible 3
14. Really? I guess he made a valuable contribution to science and also to medicine, did you hear of that

species of flying snakes
Input (EN) If you got it why not? He is worth over 20 billion dollars after all.
Reference (ES) Si lo tiene, ¿por qué no? Al fin y al cabo, vale más de 20 000 millones de dólares.
RAMP (ES) Si lo tienes, ¿por qué no? Es millonario después de todo.
base (ES) Si lo tienes, ¿por qué no? Él vale más de 20 mil millones de dólares después de todo.

In-context
examples
(EN)

1. thats such a fun thing to have in your code of conduct. are you more of a dog person than cat person?
2. For sure lol, it was so nice talking with you, say hi to your cats for me!
3. thats such a fun thing to have in your code of conduct. are you more of a dog person than cat person?
4. What can’t dogs do! I know they aren’t color blind like we were taught when young. It was so

nice chatting with you, tell yuki hi!
5. For sure lol, it was so nice talking with you, say hi to your cats for me!
6. Oh yeah. That sucker was mean let me tell you. I think I would have a rabid dog chase me, which

by the way dogs are not color blind!
7. Thanks you too! And watch out for dogs, they’re not actually colorblind but they just don’t see

as many colors as a normal human can
8. LOL That’s funny! Google prefers dogs over cats! The wrote in their code of conduct that they are a

dog company. It’s been fun chatting with you!
9. Such gorgeous dogs! Do you & your dogs live in a northern climate?
10. LOL That’s funny! Google prefers dogs over cats! The wrote in their code of conduct that they are a

dog company. It’s been fun chatting with you!
11. thats such a fun thing to have in your code of conduct. are you more of a dog person than cat person?
12. Such gorgeous dogs! Do you & your dogs live in a northern climate?
13. haha me too! I heard that they wore clothes that were full of color. Surprised me because I always

thought of them as wearing black and white.
14. For sure lol, it was so nice talking with you, say hi to your cats for me!

Input (EN) lol I had an African grey that could say everything I said around the house. Like clean your room! as
well any loud sounds.

Reference (PT) "lol Tinha um papagaio-cinzento que conseguia dizer tudo o que ouvia em casa. Tipo ""Limpe o seu
quarto!"" e também quaisquer sons altos"

RAMP (PT) haha eu também! Eu ouvi dizer que eles usam roupas de todas as cores. Surpreendeu-me porque eu
sempre pensei neles usando preto e branco.

base (PT) hahaha eu tinha um papagaio cinza africano que dizia tudo o que eu dizia em casa. Como limpar o
quarto! Bem como qualquer som alto.

Table 10: Examples of COCOA-MT (formal) where RAMP performs worse than the base model in cross-lingual zero-shot setting.
Potentially problematic in-context examples leading to mistranslations or hallucinations are highlighted.
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